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Monodisperse nanosuspension droplets, placed on a flat surface, evaporated following the stick-slip motion of the three-phase contact line. Unexpectedly, a disordered region formed at the exterior edge of a closely packed nanocolloidal crystalline structure during the “stick” period. In order to assess the role of particle velocity on particle structuring, we did experiments in a reduced pressure environment which allowed the enhancement of particle velocity. These experiments revealed the promotion of hexagonal packing at the very edge of the crystallite with increasing velocity. Quantification of particle velocity and comparison with measured deposit shape for each case allowed us to provide a tentative description of the underlying mechanisms that govern particle deposition of nanoparticles at the triple line of an evaporating droplet. Behavior is governed by an interplay between the fluid, and hence particle, flow velocity (main ordering parameter) and wedge constraints, and consequently disjoining pressure (main disordering parameter). Furthermore, the formation of a second disordered particle region at the interior edge of the deposit (towards bulk fluid) was found and attributed to the rapid motion of the triple line during the “slip” regime. Additionally, the magnitude of the pinning forces acting on the triple line of the same drops was calculated. These findings provide further insight into the mechanisms of the phenomenon and could facilitate its exploitation in various nanotechnological applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evaporation of sessile droplets containing particles has attracted considerable scientific interest over the past few years. It was found that when such a droplet evaporates, it leaves behind a ring stain which is now well known as the “coffee stain” effect [1–3]. When nanoparticles were introduced, the droplet evaporated following what is described as “stick-slip” behavior [4]. This behavior was shown experimentally using TiO2 nanosuspensions both at the macroscale [5,6] and the nanoscale [7]. In another work, nanoparticle terrace formation (indicative of particle crystals) at the receding edge of an evaporating droplet was predicted by (theoretically) implementing particle interactions as structural disjoining pressure effects [8].

Particle structuring within deposits left behind after evaporation has been reported for suspensions of various geometries. Nanorods assembled into superlattices with clear particle arrays [9] and ribbonlike structures [10]. Spheres led to hexagonal structures at the contact line of evaporating suspensions in a wedge geometry [11–16]. Binary suspensions also exhibited hexagonal packing tendency [17] and various other structuring types [18,19]. Elsewhere [20], an order to disorder transition was attributed to microspheres arriving at the contact line of an evaporating droplet at a slow but increasing speed, allowing free particle motion and hence ordering. Upon reaching a critical particle velocity, particles arrive too fast at the contact line, thus forming random disordered regions. Based on their observations these authors [20] suggested that a coffee stain of a nanosuspension will consist of perfect crystals.

Particle structuring effects have also been related to other experimental parameters, i.e., geometry and controlled evaporation. In forced dewetting (substrate retracting from a nanofluid pool), striped deposits with some degree of ordering occurred due to a combination of capillary forces and fluid evaporation [21–25]. When the colloidal fluid was confined in well-defined wedges (glass slides in a triangular configuration), particle crystallities with square and triangular ordered regions formed. These formations were attributed to particles attempting to maintain the highest possible volume fraction within the wedge confinement as the height increased and each new layer formed [26,27]. Similar ordered regions were reported in other cases of confined geometries [28,29] or when capillary forces were used to form stripe patterns [30,31] and for flat capillaries [32,33].

As discussed above, particle crystallization is expected in the case of evaporating sessile droplets containing very small particles (<100 nm) [20]. However, in this contribution, we report on disordered regions forming at both edges of a close-packed particle crystallite. These amorphous structures formed at the contact line of a monodisperse, colloidal nanosuspension sessile drop following evaporation accompanied by stick-slip triple line (TL) motion. This is of major importance since these structures were unexpected for nanoparticles. Therefore, we provide a tentative plausible explanation. Further understanding and control of the underlying mechanisms of this phenomenon could provide a quick and inexpensive way of bottom-up assembling of desired patterns on surfaces, tailored to individual needs of nanotechnological applications.

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: vasileios.koutsos@ed.ac.uk
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Monodisperse, spherical, nonporous SiO$_2$ particles were chosen in this study in order to avoid polydispersity effects. Polydispersity was reported to limit crystallization [7,14]. The particles were obtained in concentrated solution from Klebosol, AZ Electronic Materials France SAS, Troyes-Breuil, France. Particle diameter is 80 nm and the ζ potential is about $\sim 30$ mV at pH 9 (as specified by the manufacturer). Drops of 0.125 wt % solution (3 μl) were gently deposited on silicon substrates (covered with a native oxide layer), using the automated dosage system of a Krüss DSA100 (Krüss GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) drop shape analyzer (DSA). Experiments were carried out inside a low pressure chamber (lower limit of 40 mbar) which allows precise control of the environment around the drop. Additionally, the high-speed camera of the DSA recorded the evolution of the drop (contact radius, contact angle, volume) through windows on both sides of the chamber. Prior to use, the suspension was stabilized by sonication for 30 min. Substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath of isopropanol for 15 min and dried under a stream of compressed air. The above procedure was repeated several times in order to establish reproducibility and each sample was imaged at several different areas of interest and of different sizes. Here, we present representative images of the deposits acquired by optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

AFM imaging was conducted using a Bruker MultiMode Nanoscope IIIa AFM (Bruker AXS, Santa Barbara, CA), equipped with a J scanner (x–y scan range $\sim 140$ μm). The samples were imaged in tapping mode (tip in intermediate contact with the surface). RTESP3 Bruker cantilevers with nominal spring constant of 40 N/m and resonance frequency of 300 kHz were used to image the samples. Nominal tip radius was 8 nm, as specified by the manufacturer. All scans were performed in air at room temperature. Acquired images were postprocessed by simple flattening and analysis including height profiles and fast Fourier transformations (FFTs) using the software SCANNING PROBE IMAGE PROCESSOR (SPIP, Image Metrology, Hørsholm, Denmark).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Free evaporation of an aqueous suspension droplet containing 0.125 wt % SiO$_2$ nanoparticles followed the “stick-slip” regime and the resulting pattern is presented in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 1(b) the evolution of both the contact radius and angle of the droplet is presented. Basically, the TL remains anchored for a period during which evaporation leads to particle deposition (stick), followed by rapid TL motion (slip) to a subsequent state of quasi-equilibrium. In the evolution graph [Fig. 1(b)] only two “jumps” of the TL are clearly identifiable mainly due to the orientation of the camera while recording the movement of the TL. The average evaporation rate of the droplet was calculated to be $\sim 2.5$ nl/s, in accordance with the literature [34].

Let us consider, here, the evolution of the excess free energy, $\delta G$, of the drop during evaporation, over the equilibrium value, $G(\theta_0)$, assuming that the contact radius, $R$, remains constant. Neglecting gravity effects since the drop is small, at a given instant, when contact angle is $\theta$ and free energy is $G(\theta)$, we have [4]

$$\delta G = G(\theta) - G(\theta_0) = \gamma R^2 \left( \frac{2}{1 + \cos \theta} - \cos \theta \right) - R_0^2 \left( \frac{2}{1 + \cos \theta_0} - \cos \theta_0 \right).$$

(1)

The term $R_0$ corresponds to the radius of a drop of equal volume to the actual drop, but at equilibrium ($R \geq R_0$). Clearly, $R_0$ decreases as evaporation continues, although $\theta_0$ does not, since volume, $V$, decreases. At a given instant, for given $V$, we have

$$V = \frac{\pi R^3}{3 \sin^3 \theta} (1 - \cos \theta)^2 (2 + \cos \theta) = \frac{\pi R^3}{3 \sin^3 \theta_0} (1 - \cos \theta_0)^2 (2 + \cos \theta_0).$$

(2)

Isolating $R_0^2$ in Eq. (2) and inserting it in Eq. (1) we obtain

$$\delta G = \frac{\gamma \pi R^2}{(1 + \cos \theta)} \left[2 - \cos \theta_0 (1 + \cos \theta) - (1 - \cos \theta)^{1/3} \times (2 + \cos \theta)^{2/3} (2 + \cos \theta_0)^{1/3} (1 - \cos \theta_0)^{2/3} \right].$$

(3)

We can thus calculate the excess free energy, per unit length of TL, $\delta G$, at any instant during evaporation from $\delta G = \delta G/(2\pi R)$. With knowledge of $R$ during a given phase of evaporation, the value of $\theta$ at the moment in question, and the equilibrium angle, $\theta_0$, the evolution of $\delta G$ can be followed. When a jump of $R$ to a smaller value occurs, it may be considered that $\delta G$ has attained the value of the hysteresis jump barrier.

Liquid surface tension, $\gamma$, was measured using the pendant drop technique to be that of pure water, $\sim 0.073$ N/m. The evolution of $\delta G$ is plotted in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, $\delta G$ increases, initially, due to the pinned TL and the decreasing contact angle. During this stage, the deposit (ring) builds up. At $\sim 800$ s, $\delta G$ reaches a maximum value of $\sim 1.7 \times 10^{-7}$ N, which is an order of magnitude larger than what has been reported previously for a similar system [6]. This could be attributed to the more refined calculation of $\delta G$, here. At this point, $\delta G$ reaches a threshold value (hysteresis jump barrier). This leads to a TL jump to a new smaller $R$ with higher $\theta$ (as seen in Fig. 1), leading to a cutoff in particle accumulation and/or deposition. Essentially, at this point the system “freezes” allowing no local order to be developed. Given the evaporation behavior of the drop
(i.e., stick-slip), the first jump requires slightly higher energy, $1.7 \times 10^{-3}$ N compared to $\sim 1.2 \times 10^{-5}$ N for the rest of the jumps, indicative of the effect of local particle accumulation on the pinning forces. In addition, the first jump corresponds to the case where the solid outside the drop has not “seen” the liquid. For subsequent jumps, the solid outside has already been wet by the liquid and it is therefore probable that an adsorbed liquid layer decreases the energy barrier to some extent. This cycle continues until full evaporation of the liquid and the rest of the rings are formed. Some irregularities (especially towards the end of evaporation) in both curves in Fig. 2 are probably due to uncertainties in measuring $\delta \theta$, since the drop periphery is not perfectly circular.

In order to examine the resulting pattern and probe possible particle structuring, we used optical microscopy and AFM. Optical microscopy of part of the ring stain [Fig. 3(a)] revealed a clear striped pattern, visible as an optical interference pattern, at the side towards the exterior of the drop (left side of stain). This region indicates a gradual increase in deposit height. Some cracks on the deposit are also visible in the image, attributable possibly to the uncontrolled character of the evaporation process. However, they are outside the scope of this work and will be addressed in the future.

Particle self-assembly, revealed by AFM, at the edge of the ring stain [a representative area highlighted in Fig. 3(a), corresponding to the receding edge] is presented in Fig. 3(b). Systematic analysis of the deposits unveiled the formation of a narrow disordered region at the very edge of the deposit (corresponding to the receding droplet front). Moreover, AFM revealed transitions between successive narrow-, square-, and hexagonal-packed regions within the deposit. Typical examples of each of these regions are highlighted with white boxes in Fig. 3(b) corresponding to each of the three areas, respectively. These regions were analyzed by FFT [Figs. 3(i)–3(iii)] in order to determine particle structuring. Near the contact line [region (i)], particles assembled in random positions forming a narrow, disordered region [verified by smeared FFT (i)]. This formation could be attributed to the combination of (a) small particle size, thus allowing particles to travel very close to the actual contact line of the drop where the wedge area between the liquid-vapor interface and the solid substrate lead to stronger disjoining pressures, (b) higher evaporation at the drop periphery, and (c) strong laminar solute flux towards the TL, the last two being directly linked. A detailed description and analysis of this disordering mechanism will be presented later in this paper. As solute continues to be transferred from the center of the drop towards the periphery, particles far from the contact line and within the deposit are allowed more freedom to move [35] due to weaker geometrical constraints. Thus, two different types of close-packed formations are formed. These two types consist of a sequence of narrow, square-packed [presented in region (ii) of Fig. 3] and hexagonal areas [highlighted as region (iii) in Fig. 3] and are probably correlated to deposit height as indicated in Fig. 3(b).

An order to disorder transition for evaporating colloidal drops has been reported recently, although with two distinct differences: particle size and evaporation mechanism [20]. In our case, the droplet evaporates following stick-slip behavior while in the previous case, the contact line of the droplet remained constantly pinned, to be discussed below. Particle diameters, $d$, in our study are at least 10 times smaller than those in the earlier paper [20]. $D$ ($d \sim 80$ nm compared to $D \sim 0.5–2$ $\mu$m). The particles in our case can get closer to the actual contact line of the evaporating drop (see Fig. 4). The wedge shape constraints and structural disjoining pressure due to the nano-particles are much stronger compared to those affecting micro-spheres. Due to height restrictions, particles are necessarily smaller than the droplet height, $h_w$, at the very edge of the contact line. The approach distance, $\ell$, is simply given by $d \cot \theta$ (or $L = D \cot \theta$ for the microspheres of Ref. [20]). For small contact angle, $\theta$, this difference in distance from the TL to the first particle will be considerable
for the two cases and can be calculated as follows:

\[
(L - \ell) = (D - d) \cot \theta \approx D \cot \theta. \tag{4}
\]

From the above simple argument, we estimate for a contact angle of \(\sim 50^\circ\) that micrometric particles [20] may approach the TL only to within \(\sim 0.4 \, \mu m\) or more (varying with particle diameter). However, nanoparticles may get within \(\sim 65 \, nm\), the domain where stronger evaporative effects may be felt, leading to faster and less ordered particle precipitation. At such small distances from the TL, with nanoparticles, “conventional” disjoining pressure effects may also be felt where the liquid thickness is comparable to particle diameter. As a consequence, both conventional and structural disjoining pressures are relevant, whereas for micrometric particles, only the latter applies. The above argument is schematically presented in Fig. 4.

The above discussion is indicative of the interplay between particle velocity and disjoining pressure, which could be responsible for the formation of the observed narrow disordered region. In what follows, we attempt to assess this possibility by combining theoretical and experimental arguments. To achieve this, we increased the radial fluid velocity by lowering the pressure via the formula

\[
\bar{v}(r,t,P) \approx \alpha \frac{\Delta c R(t)}{\pi \rho r \theta(t)} \left[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{R^2(t) - r^2}} - \frac{R^2(t) - r^2}{R^3(t)} \right] \frac{D_{\text{ref}} P_{\text{ref}}}{P}, \tag{5}
\]

where \(\theta\) and \(R\) are contact angle and contact radius, and \(r\) is radial distance. Vapor concentration difference between drop surface and the surroundings, \(\Delta c = 1.9 \times 10^{-2} \, kg/m^3\) and liquid density, \(\rho = 1000 \, kg/m^3\).

Since we focus our attention on the wedge area very near the TL, we solved Eq. (5) for \(r = 0.99 R\) for each of the three different pressures. Plotting our results in Fig. 5 shows that particle velocity increases as pressure decreases. Particle velocity was found to increase from a maximum of about \(2.5 \times 10^{-5} \, m/s\) at ambient conditions (1000 mbar) to \(3.6 \times 10^{-5} \, m/s\) when pressure was lowered to 750 mbar and to \(4.7 \times 10^{-5} \, m/s\) when pressure was further reduced to 500 mbar. Some peaks in the graphs of the two stick-slip cases (1000 and 750 mbar) can be identified. These peaks correspond to jumps of the TL and are a result of the dependency of Eq. (5) on \(\theta\) and \(R\). The effect of this increasing velocity on particle structuring will be established next. These results are in accordance with the velocity calculated in the case of a constantly pinned drop [20] but have not been reported before for stick-slip evaporation.

AFM imaging unveiled that increasing particle velocity promotes crystallinity. This is presented in Fig. 6, which shows the topography image of the deposits for 1000, 750, and 500 mbar, respectively, from (a) to (c). Individual particles in these images are difficult to distinguish due to the size of each image (5 \(\times\) 5 \(\mu m^2\)). For this reason, we provide as an inset (bottom) the magnification of a random area of interest near the deposit edges (similar to the area presented in Fig. 3(i)). In addition, FFT analyses of the same areas is presented in the top inset in every image. A second interesting observation in these images is the fact that an increased evaporation rate results in a decrease in the deposit slope, which in turn leads to an increase in the wedge constraints. This is depicted in Fig. 6(d), where the average colored height profiles were acquired from several height profiles such as the ones corresponding to colored lines in Figs. 6(a)–6(c). The limitation of the available space is further highlighted in the inset of Fig. 6(d), which is a magnification of the first 0.5 microns of each of the three height profiles and shows the first pinning site (i.e., where the first particles arrive in each case to pin the TL). It is within
Combining these two results together (velocity effect and disjoining pressure), we can speculate that particle velocity is the main ordering parameter and disjoining pressure is acting as a disordering barrier. This argument is better exhibited in Fig. 7, where the deposit height is plotted against the calculated particle velocity [using Eq. (5)] at certain distances away from the periphery of the drop (namely 300, 500, 700, and 900 nm corresponding to black, red, blue, and pink lines, respectively) and within the deposit for all three cases. The velocities presented here are about an order of magnitude smaller than the maximum velocities presented in Fig. 5. This difference is expected due to the fact that particle velocity was found to increase rapidly before each slip of the TL for the stick-slip cases, or toward the end of the evaporation cycle in pinned drops, as shown in Fig. 5. This behavior could be attributed to mass conservation and is in accordance with the literature [20]. We could presume at this point that decreasing deposit height (Fig. 7) should lead to increasing disjoining pressures, hindering particle motion. However, the effect of the disjoining pressures acting as a disordering barrier is probably overcome by the increasing particle velocity (Fig. 7, middle and right-side points corresponding to 750 and 500 mbar, respectively), giving rise to the observed crystalline structures [Figs. 6(b), 6(c)]. The relation between deposit heights and velocities was found to be linear, of the form \( y = a + bx \) with a slope of \(-0.09 < b < -0.04\).

The simple argument presented here provides a tentative, plausible explanation of the formation of a disordered region at the exterior edge of a particulate deposit left behind after the evaporation of a nanosuspension drop.

The rest of the deposit near the TL [Fig. 3(b)] consists of sequential hexagonal and narrow, square-packed regions, which are in agreement with what has been previously reported for experimental setups different from ours (i.e., controlled evaporation, larger sized particles, different geometry) [30,39–41]. The succession of these two types of structuring was attributed to the most efficient particle packing within the limited space.
FIG. 8. (Color online) (a)–(f) Characteristic, consecutive 5 × 5 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) three-dimensional representations of areas across the ring stain width of the 1000-mbar case. \( z \) scale in each image is zeroed to the top of the previous image for better illustration. Insets correspond to FFT analysis of each image.

as thickness increases. This crystallization could also be correlated with particle terraces (terracing requires particles to attain a degree of ordering which leads to crystals), which have been previously predicted for evaporating colloidal drops where particle interactions were implemented as structural disjoining pressure effects [8]. However, in our case, only short terraces were observed. We believe that our observation of terracing for a free evaporating sessile drop, containing particles of this size range (\( \sim 80 \) nm), is significant.

The effect of radial position on particle structuring was also determined. In previous work [7], we concluded that the radial position had no noticeable effect on stain geometry for a system whose main difference was particle polydispersity. In this case, we imaged several samples at different areas of different rings. All areas exhibited similar structuring, therefore we concluded that radial position had negligible or no effect on particle structuring, at least for the system in question.

The dependency of particle ordering on deposit height and the overall ordering tendency were additionally established. To do so, we scanned across the width of the ring stain left behind the freely evaporating drop (1000 mbar) using AFM. In Fig. 8 we present six sequential images of the areas scanned. Imaging was done and results are presented in such a way as to allow observation of both deposit height and crystal structure. The other two cases (750 and 500 mbar) were also scanned across the width of the ring stain; however, they are not presented here since they exhibited similar packing behavior and deposit shape.

In Figs. 8(a) and 8(f), an order to disorder transition can be observed to occur at both edges of the deposit. Figure 8(a) shows a representative area near the contact line where
particles arranged themselves firstly into a narrow disordered region which was followed by close-packed structures for the reasons discussed above. Figure 8(f) is a typical area at the drop edge towards the interior of the drop. Although a similar order to disorder transition at the ring edge towards the interior of the drop has been reported elsewhere, it was attributed to a different phenomenon, that of increasing particle velocity (or “rush hour” effect) [20]. The deposition rate of particles at the contact line (due to the flow described by Deegan et al. [2]) is probably so fast, in that case, that free particle motion is hindered and thus leads to the disordered areas reported. The case described in Ref. [20] corresponds to permanent TL pinning, where the whole depositing process occurs in the same annular region. In our case, stick-slip behavior occurs [4], which, as described above, leads to an abrupt cutoff of particle deposition due to TL jumping [very rapid motion as seen in Figs. 1(b) and 2] to a more favorable position. Essentially, particles will freeze forcing the formation of the observed disordered region at the interior edge of the drop.

The rest of the ring stain was found to consist of sequential hexagonal and narrow square-packed regions, as presented in Figs. 8(b)–8(e). In more detail, Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) show that as deposit height increased, particle ordering was promoted leading to mainly hexagonal structures but also to some square-packed regions (FFT became more blurry), presumably due to the deposit height decreasing sharply and therefore making wedge constraints more effective [7]. Hence, we can deduce from these images that particle ordering is dependent on deposit height. In addition, it should be noted how steep the slope of this side of the ring is, again due to the quick jump of the contact line. Particle ordering in a sequence of hexagonal and square-packed areas was reported to have occurred in other cases, mainly due to capillary forces in a cylindrical geometry [30] or when a tilted substrate was withdrawn from a nanofluid pool [23,39]. A schematic summarizing the main structured regions of the ring stain is presented in Fig. 9.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The free evaporation of sessile drops of monodisperse nanofluids has been found to lead to nanoparticle crystal formation. Evaporation was observed to follow both pinned triple line (TL) behavior and stick-slip TL jumping, depending on conditions, notably ambient pressure. We report on the unexpected formation of a disordered region at the exterior of a ring stain deposit. Increasing flow velocity by reducing environmental pressure was found to promote crystallinity. Quantification of particle velocity and comparison with experimental results allowed us to attribute the formation of this disordered region to the interplay between particle velocity (main ordering parameter) and disjoining pressures (main disordering parameter). A similar disordered region formed at the interior edge (closer to bulk fluid) as a result of the rapid TL motion during the slip phase which essentially freezes the particles in place.

The rest of the deposit consisted of mainly hexagonal-packed structures. Occasionally, square-packed structures were also found to interrupt the hexagonal formations as each particle layer was formed. This sequencing was attributed to particles trying to achieve the highest possible volume fraction within the limited wedge space. Deposit height was also found to promote crystallinity.

An attempt to quantify the pinning barriers acting on the TL was made by calculating the evolution of the excess free energy of the system, which just before each jump exhibited a peak and should be equivalent to the pinning forces.
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